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 ok no prob. I have an idea. I will try to use unzip. The problem is that a couple of the files don't have the extension in the filename. can I for example rename a file that doesn't have the extension and then use unzip? bryantriopin: Wait then, no problem. bryantriopin, hh found the solution. I used rm to rename the files and then uppedze. ups* ok I still have one issue I will be uploading a video to
youtube and I would need the.flv extension bryantriopin: Last time I checked there was no.exe file from libre office, only the libre office runtime. So to get the installer out of the way:'sudo apt-get purge libreoffice'. is there a way to rename the file manually or even force the file extension after uploading it to youtube? I have google wave where I can do this by clicking a link bryantriopin: The

runtime is a dll, so we still have to remove the dll :'sudo apt-get purge libreoffice-common '. I am a very good developer and will do this if I can figure out a solution gebbione: This is ubuntu support? I do not know Google Wave at all. i know, I was just illustrating an example I am not able to find any tutorials on how to do this so it seemed like a good example to use gebbione: Humm.. in this forum?
What do you think the chances are that anyone here knows how to do this? very high but no problem I will try to figure it out by myself gebbione: :)) gebbione, even with youtube-dl you can't do that !info youtube-dl | 82157476af
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